Cantor and Accompanist Checklist • Summer 2020
Arriving:
- Bring your verification document with you, enter via front doors of church
- Arrive no earlier than 15 minutes prior to mass, due to sanitizing eﬀorts
- Wear a mask except for receiving communion
- Ensure music area mixer is on, and channels 1 or 2 are lit up
- Channel 1 is cantor, Channel 2 is singer at piano
- No other channels need to remain on until further notice
- Ensure all materials are ready for mass (Breaking Bread, COWJ, Mass setting, etc.)
- Place a disposable mic cover on any mics to be used that mass.
- Accompanists may move a mic out fo the way if needed, or back into place
- Review the psalm with the accompanist, and any other pieces
- Ensure microphone is turned on
- Breathe, relax, pray!
During:
- Breathe, relax, pray!
- Welcome people at the beginning, ask them to rise, but do not invite singing
- Responsorial Psalm until further notice will be sung from the music area
- Cantor receives communion first, like usual, while pianist noodles
- The sign of peace is omitted. Proceed directly to the Lamb of God.
- Pianist may receive communion last, or after mass if needed
Following:
- Singers, dispose of the mic cover and sanitize anything you’ve touched with spray and/
or wipes
- Accompanists, please wipe down the keys with a wipe, and then follow with a kleenex
to dry, taking care to not touch the keys again with hands/fingers. Please be careful to
not get disinfectant elsewhere on the piano (I’m worried about the finish)
- Leave mixer on if another mass follows; turn oﬀ following 7pm and 11:30am masses
- Accompanists, similarly with the piano - leave open or close it with quilted cover
- Cantors may take a Breaking Bread home, from the nearby small bookshelf
- Leave as expediently as you can so that other sanitization eﬀorts may continue
elsewhere in church

Thank you!

